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MotivationMotivation
•• Current approaches for quality supportCurrent approaches for quality support

–– Resource reservation, admission control, differentiatedResource reservation, admission control, differentiated
servicesservices

•• Pros: QoS expectationPros: QoS expectation

•• Cons: insufficient knowledge on data traffics,Cons: insufficient knowledge on data traffics,
conservative, network dynamics not considered, lacksconservative, network dynamics not considered, lacks
pricing support for multiple service levelspricing support for multiple service levels

–– Multimedia adaptation to network conditionsMultimedia adaptation to network conditions
•• Pros: efficient bandwidth usagePros: efficient bandwidth usage

•• Cons: users have no motivation to adapt requestsCons: users have no motivation to adapt requests
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ObjectivesObjectives
•• Develop a resource negotiation and pricing frameworkDevelop a resource negotiation and pricing framework

whichwhich
–– Combines QoS support and user adaptationCombines QoS support and user adaptation

–– Allows resource commitment for short intervalsAllows resource commitment for short intervals

–– Provides differential pricing for differentiated services, andProvides differential pricing for differentiated services, and
usage- and congestion-sensitive pricing to motivate userusage- and congestion-sensitive pricing to motivate user
adaptationadaptation

–– Allows provider to trade-off blocking connections and raisingAllows provider to trade-off blocking connections and raising
pricesprices

•• RNAP: RNAP: aa Resource Negotiation And Pricing  Resource Negotiation And Pricing protocolprotocol
through which the user and network (or two networkthrough which the user and network (or two network
domains) negotiate network delivery services.domains) negotiate network delivery services.
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Protocol Architectures: Centralized   (RNAP-C)Protocol Architectures: Centralized   (RNAP-C)
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Protocol Architectures: Distributed (RNAP-D)Protocol Architectures: Distributed (RNAP-D)
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RNAP MessagesRNAP Messages
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RNAP Message AggregationRNAP Message Aggregation

RNAP-DRNAP-D

RNAP-CRNAP-C
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RNAP Message Aggregation (cont’d)RNAP Message Aggregation (cont’d)

•• Aggregation when senders share the same destinationAggregation when senders share the same destination
networknetwork

•• Messages merged by source or intermediate domainsMessages merged by source or intermediate domains

•• Messages de-aggregated at destination border routersMessages de-aggregated at destination border routers

(RNAP-D) ,  or NRNs (RNAP-C)(RNAP-D) ,  or NRNs (RNAP-C)

•• Original messages sent directly to destination/sourceOriginal messages sent directly to destination/source

domains without interception by intermediate RNAPdomains without interception by intermediate RNAP

agents; aggregate message reserves and collects price atagents; aggregate message reserves and collects price at

intermediate nodes/domainsintermediate nodes/domains
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Block NegotiationBlock Negotiation

•• Block NegotiationBlock Negotiation
–– Aggregated resources are added/removed in largeAggregated resources are added/removed in large

blocks to minimize negotiation overhead andblocks to minimize negotiation overhead and
reduce network dynamicsreduce network dynamics
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Two Volume-based Pricing PoliciesTwo Volume-based Pricing Policies

•• Fixed-Price (FP)Fixed-Price (FP)
–– FP-FL: same for all servicesFP-FL: same for all services

–– FP-PR: service class dependentFP-PR: service class dependent

–– FP-T: time-of-day dependentFP-T: time-of-day dependent

–– FP-PR-T: FP-PR + FP-TFP-PR-T: FP-PR + FP-T

–– During congestion: higher blocking rate OR higher droppingDuring congestion: higher blocking rate OR higher dropping
rate and delayrate and delay

•• Congestion-Price-based Adaptation (CPA)Congestion-Price-based Adaptation (CPA)
–– FP + congestion-sensitive priceFP + congestion-sensitive price

–– CP-FL, CP-PR, CP-T, CP-PR-TCP-FL, CP-PR, CP-T, CP-PR-T

–– During congestion: users maintain service by paying moreDuring congestion: users maintain service by paying more
OR reduce sending rate or lower service classOR reduce sending rate or lower service class
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Proposed Pricing StrategiesProposed Pricing Strategies

•• Holding price and chargeHolding price and charge::
–– pphh

j j = = αα  j j   ((ppu u 
jj - p - puu  j-1j-1))

–– cchh
ijij  ((nn)) = p = ph h 

j j r r ijij  ((nn))ττ  jj

•• Usage price and chargeUsage price and charge::
–– max max     [[��ll x  x j j ((ppuu

11 , p , puu
22 ,  , ……, p, puu

J J )) p puu
jj - f(C) - f(C)]],,

s.t.s.t.  r   r ((xx  ((ppuu
22 , p , puu

22 , …, p , …, puu
JJ  )) )) ≤≤  RR, , j j ∈∈ J J

–– ccuu
ij ij ((nn) = ) = ppu u 

j j  v  v ijij (n) (n)

•• Congestion price and chargeCongestion price and charge::
–– ppcc  jj (n) (n) = min [{ = min [{ppcc

jj (n-1) (n-1) +  + σσ  jj  (D(Djj, S, Sjj) x (D) x (Djj-S-Sjj)/S)/Sjj,0 ,0 }}++, p, pmaxmax
j j ]]

–– cccc
ij ij ((nn) = ) = ppc c 

j j  v  v ijij (n) (n)
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Usage Price for Differentiated ServicesUsage Price for Differentiated Services

•• Usage price for a service class based on cost of classUsage price for a service class based on cost of class
bandwidth: lower target load -> higher QoS , butbandwidth: lower target load -> higher QoS , but
higher per unit bandwidth costhigher per unit bandwidth cost

•• Parameters:Parameters:
–– ppbasic basic basic rate for fully used bandwidthbasic rate for fully used bandwidth

–– ρρ j  :  expected load ratio of class j:  expected load ratio of class j

–– xxijij  :  effective bandwidth:  effective bandwidth  consumption of application i
– Aj :   constant elasticity demand parameter:   constant elasticity demand parameter
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Usage Price for Differentiated Services  (cont’d)Usage Price for Differentiated Services  (cont’d)

•• Price for class jPrice for class j: : ppuu
jj =  = ppbasic basic //  ρρ j

•• Demand of class jDemand of class j: : xxj j ( ( ppuu
j j ) = ) = Aj / ppuu

jj

•• Effective bandwidth consumptionEffective bandwidth consumption::
–– xxee  j j ( ( ppuu

j j ) = ) = Aj / ( ppuu
jj  ρρ j )

•• Network maximizes profitNetwork maximizes profit
–– max max     [[��ll  ((Aj / ppu u 

jj )  ) ppu u 
j j - f - f ((CC)])],  p,  puu

jj =  = ppbasic basic //  ρρ j ,
s. t. ��ll

 Aj / ( ppu u 
jj  ρρ j )  ≤≤  CC

•• HenceHence::
–– ppbasic basic ==  ��ll  Aj / C ,  p,  puu

jj =  = ��ll  Aj /(Cρρ j)
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User Adaptation based on UtilityUser Adaptation based on Utility

•• Users adapt service selection and data rate based on utilityUsers adapt service selection and data rate based on utility
which is associated with QoSwhich is associated with QoS

•• Utility expressed in terms of perceived value, e.g.,15 cents /minUtility expressed in terms of perceived value, e.g.,15 cents /min

•• Multi-application task (e.g., video-conference) - maximize totalMulti-application task (e.g., video-conference) - maximize total
utility of task subject to budget -> dynamic resource allocationutility of task subject to budget -> dynamic resource allocation
among component applicationsamong component applications

•• User utility optimization:User utility optimization:

–– U = U = ��ii  Ui (xxii  ((Tspec, RspecTspec, Rspec)])]

–– max max     [[��ll  Ui (xxi i ) - ) - CCi i ((xxii) ]) ], , s. t.  ��ll
 CCi i ((xxii) ) ≤≤  b , xb , xminmin

ii  ≤≤  xxii  ≤≤  xxmaxmax
ii

–– Determine optimal Tspec and RspecDetermine optimal Tspec and Rspec

•• Not need to reveal utility to the networkNot need to reveal utility to the network
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User adaptation based on utility: exampleUser adaptation based on utility: example

•• User defines utility at discrete bandwidth, QoS levelsUser defines utility at discrete bandwidth, QoS levels

•• Utility is a function of bandwidth at fixed QoSUtility is a function of bandwidth at fixed QoS
–– An example utility function: An example utility function: U U ((xx) = ) = UU00 +  + ωω  log log ((x / xx / xmm))

–– UU0 0 ::  perceived (opportunity) value at minimum bandwidth

–– ωω : sensitivity of the utility to bandwidth : sensitivity of the utility to bandwidth

•• Function of both bandwidth and QoSFunction of both bandwidth and QoS
–– U U ((xx) = ) = UU00 +  + ωω  log log ((x / xx / xmm) - ) - kkdd d - k d - kll l , for x  l , for x ≥≥ x xmm

–– kkdd : sensitivity to delay : sensitivity to delay

–– kkll :   :  sensitivity to losssensitivity to loss

•• Optimization:Optimization:
–– max max   [[��ll  UU00

ii +  + ωωii    log log ((xxii   / x / xmm
ii ) -  ) - kkdd

ii   d - k d - kll  ii  ll -  - pi xi  ]],,
s. t.  ��ll

 pi xi  ≤≤  b , b , x x ≥≥  x  xm m ,,  dd    ≤≤  DD,   ,   l l   ≤≤  LL

–– Without budget constraintWithout budget constraint: x : x ii  =   = ωωii /  / pi

– With budget constraint: b i  = b (ωω i / ��ll  ωω  k k )
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Simulation ModelSimulation Model

Topology 1Topology 1 Topology 2Topology 2
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Simulation ModelSimulation Model
•• Network Simulator (NS-2)Network Simulator (NS-2)

•• Weighted Round Robin (WRR) schedulerWeighted Round Robin (WRR) scheduler

•• Three classes: EF, AF, BEThree classes: EF, AF, BE

–– EF:EF:
•• tail dropping, limited to 50 packetstail dropping, limited to 50 packets

•• expected load threshold 40%, delay bound  2 ms, loss bound 10expected load threshold 40%, delay bound  2 ms, loss bound 10-6-6

–– AF:AF:
•• RED-with-In-Out (RIO), limited to 100 packetsRED-with-In-Out (RIO), limited to 100 packets

•• expected load threshold 60%, delay bound  5 ms, loss bound  10expected load threshold 60%, delay bound  5 ms, loss bound  10-4-4

–– BE:BE:
•• Random Early Detection (RED), limited to 200 packetsRandom Early Detection (RED), limited to 200 packets

•• expected load threshold 90%, delay bound 100 ms, loss bound 10expected load threshold 90%, delay bound 100 ms, loss bound 10-2-2
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Simulation Model (cont’d)Simulation Model (cont’d)
•• Parameter Set-upParameter Set-up

–– topology1: topology1: 6060 users; topology 2:  users; topology 2: 360360 users users

–– sources: on-off or Pareto on-off  (shape parameter: 1.5)sources: on-off or Pareto on-off  (shape parameter: 1.5)

–– price adjustment factor: price adjustment factor: 11 =  = 0.06;0.06;  update threshold: update threshold: �� =  = 0.050.05

–– negotiation period: negotiation period: 30 30 secondsseconds

–– price (for a 64 kb/s transmission):price (for a 64 kb/s transmission):
•• usage price usage price ppbasic basic = $= $0.08 / 0.08 / min, min, ppEF EF = $= $0.20 / 0.20 / min,  min,  ppAF AF = $= $0.13 / 0.13 / min,min,

ppBE BE = $= $0.09 / 0.09 / minmin

•• holding price: holding price: ppEF EF = $= $0.067 / 0.067 / min,   min,   ppAF AF = $= $0.044 / 0.044 / minmin

–– ωω: 64 kb/s as reference, randomly set  based on service type: 64 kb/s as reference, randomly set  based on service type
•• EFEF: $: $0.13 / 0.13 / min - min - $$0.20 / 0.20 / min;  AF: min;  AF: $$0.09/ 0.09/ min - min - $$0.26 / 0.26 / min ; BE:min ; BE:

$$0.06 / 0.06 / min - min - $$0.18 / 0.18 / min.min.

–– average session length average session length 10 10 minutes,exponentiallyminutes,exponentially  distributed.distributed.
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Simulation Model (cont’d.)Simulation Model (cont’d.)

•• Performance measuresPerformance measures
–– Engineering metricsEngineering metrics

•• Bottleneck traffic arrival rateBottleneck traffic arrival rate

•• Average packet loss and delayAverage packet loss and delay

•• User request blocking probabilityUser request blocking probability

–– EconomicEconomic  metricsmetrics
•• Average user benefitAverage user benefit

•• End to end price, and it standard deviationEnd to end price, and it standard deviation
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Design of ExperimentsDesign of Experiments

•• Performance comparison: FP (usage price + holding price)Performance comparison: FP (usage price + holding price)
and CPA (usage price + holding price + congestion price)and CPA (usage price + holding price + congestion price)

•• Four groups of experimentsFour groups of experiments::
–– Effect of traffic burstinessEffect of traffic burstiness

–– Effect of traffic loadEffect of traffic load

–– Load balance between classesLoad balance between classes

–– Effect of admission controlEffect of admission control

•• Other experimentsOther experiments ( (see web page for referencessee web page for references ): ):
–– Effect of system control parameters:  target reservation rate, priceEffect of system control parameters:  target reservation rate, price

adjustment step, price adjustment thresholdadjustment step, price adjustment threshold

–– Effect of user demand elasticity, session multiplexingEffect of user demand elasticity, session multiplexing

–– Effect when part of users adapt, session adaptation and adaptiveEffect when part of users adapt, session adaptation and adaptive
reservationreservation
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Variation over time of theVariation over time of the
price of AF classprice of AF class

Price average and standardPrice average and standard
deviation of AF classdeviation of AF class

Effect of Traffic BurstinessEffect of Traffic Burstiness
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Average packet lossAverage packet lossAverage packet delayAverage packet delay

Effect of Traffic Burstiness (cont’d)Effect of Traffic Burstiness (cont’d)
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Average user benefitAverage user benefitAverage traffic arrival rateAverage traffic arrival rate

Effect of Traffic Burstiness (cont’d)Effect of Traffic Burstiness (cont’d)
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Effect of Traffic LoadEffect of Traffic Load

Variation over time of theVariation over time of the
price of AF classprice of AF class

Price average and standardPrice average and standard
deviation of AF classdeviation of AF class
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Average packet lossAverage packet lossAverage packet delayAverage packet delay

Effect of Traffic Load (cont’d)Effect of Traffic Load (cont’d)
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Average user benefitAverage user benefitAverage traffic arrival rateAverage traffic arrival rate

Effect of Traffic Load (cont’d)Effect of Traffic Load (cont’d)
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Load Balance between ClassesLoad Balance between Classes

Variation over time of theVariation over time of the
price of AF classprice of AF class

Ratio of AF class trafficRatio of AF class traffic
migrating through class re-migrating through class re-
selectionselection
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Load Balance between Classes (cont’d)Load Balance between Classes (cont’d)

Average packet delayAverage packet delay Average packet lossAverage packet loss
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Average packet lossAverage packet lossAverage packet delayAverage packet delay

Effect of Admission ControlEffect of Admission Control
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User request blocking rateUser request blocking rateAverage and standard deviationAverage and standard deviation
of AF class priceof AF class price

Effect of Admission Control (cont’d.)Effect of Admission Control (cont’d.)
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ConclusionsConclusions
•• RNAPRNAP

–– Supports dynamic service negotiation, mechanisms for priceSupports dynamic service negotiation, mechanisms for price
and charge collationand charge collation

–– Allows for both Allows for both centralized centralized and and distributeddistributed  architecturesarchitectures

–– Multi-party negotiation: senders, receivers, bothMulti-party negotiation: senders, receivers, both

–– Can be stand alone, or embedded inside other protocolsCan be stand alone, or embedded inside other protocols

–– Reliable and scalableReliable and scalable

•• PricingPricing
–– Consider both long-term user demand and short-term trafficConsider both long-term user demand and short-term traffic

fluctuation; use congestion-sensitive component to drivefluctuation; use congestion-sensitive component to drive
adaptation in congested networkadaptation in congested network

•• Application adaptationApplication adaptation
–– Bandwidth proportional to user’s willingness to payBandwidth proportional to user’s willingness to pay
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Conclusions (cont’d)Conclusions (cont’d)

•• Simulation resultsSimulation results::
–– Differentiated service requires different target loads in eachDifferentiated service requires different target loads in each

classclass

–– Without admission control, CPA coupled with userWithout admission control, CPA coupled with user
adaptation allows congestion control, and serviceadaptation allows congestion control, and service
assurances by restricting the load to the targeted levelassurances by restricting the load to the targeted level

–– With admission control, performance bounds can be assuredWith admission control, performance bounds can be assured
even with FP policy, but CPA reduces the request blockingeven with FP policy, but CPA reduces the request blocking
rate greatly and helps to stabilize pricerate greatly and helps to stabilize price

–– Allowing service class migration further stabilizes priceAllowing service class migration further stabilizes price

•• Future workFuture work
–– Refine the RNAP protocol, stand alone RNAPRefine the RNAP protocol, stand alone RNAP

implementation in progress, experiments over Internet2implementation in progress, experiments over Internet2


